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Abstract. The verification approach of Ultimate Automizer utilizes
SMT formulas. This paper presents techniques to keep the size of the
formulas small. We focus especially on a normal form, called CommuHash
normal form that was easy to implement and had a significant impact
on the runtime of our tool.

1 Verification Approach

Ultimate Automizer (in the following calledAutomizer) is a software verifier
that combines a CEGAR scheme and trace abstraction [6] to check safety and
liveness properties.

Automizer’s algorithm begins by transforming an input program to a pro-
gram automaton whose transitions are labelled with formulas representing the
effects of a statement (or multiple statements), whose accepting states corre-
spond to error locations of the input program, and whose structure is equal to
the structure of the control-flow graph of the input program. This program au-
tomaton recognizes a language, where every word is a sequence of statements
that leads to an error location. If the language is empty, we can conclude that the
program is safe. If the language is not empty, our algorithm picks a word from
the language and checks whether it is feasible (i.e., the sequence of statements
corresponds to an execution of the program) or infeasible. If the word is feasible
we have found an actual counterexample. If it is infeasible we compute a proof
of infeasibility for this sequence of statements. Afterwards we generalize this se-
quence of statements to a new automaton that accepts sequences of statements
whose infeasibility can be shown by the very same proof. We then subtract the
automaton with the language of infeasible words from the program automaton
and obtain a new automaton that represents a smaller language, with which
we continue the refinement loop. An important benefit of this approach is that
because we perform the refinement step purely with automata operations, we
never have to mix infeasibility proofs from different iterations.

This basic approach has not changed since the last competition. In the next
section we explain improvements for the handling of SMT formulas.
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2 SMT formulas in Ultimate

The Ultimate program analysis framework on which Ultimate Automizer is
built upon, uses SMT formulas to represent the effect of program statements and
to represent sets of states. We call formulas that represent sets of states state
assertions. State assertions play a major role in the verification approach of
Automizer. The infeasibility proof that we infer for each infeasible sequence of
states is a sequence of state assertions and in the generalization step of the overall
verification algorithm we have to check thousands of Hoare triples of the form
{φ}st{ψ}, where φ and ψ are state assertions from infeasibility proofs. In order
to check these Hoare triples, we reduce the validity problem for Hoare triples
to a satisfiability problem for SMT formulas and let an SMT solver decide the
satisfiability. The costs for the overall verification algorithm would be dominated
by the costs for these satisfiability checks if we would not take additional actions
to keep the size of the SMT formulas low.

We infer the sequence of state assertions by Craig interpolation or by a sym-
bolic execution (via strongest post and weakest precondition) that is supported
by unsatisfiable cores [3]. In the latter case the state assertions are usually quan-
tified and we try to get rid of these quantifiers by applying several quantifier
elimination techniques. These quantifier elimination techniques make the formu-
las simpler for SMT solvers but increase their size.

Our most powerful technique for reducing the size of formulas is an algo-
rithm [4] that removes subformulas if the removal does not change the models
of the formula. This algorithm however is itself costly because it calls an SMT
solver for each subformula.

In order to also reduce the size of formulas without additional SMT solver
calls, we utilize the following optimizations whenever we construct a formula.

– We apply the laws for annulment (e.g., X∨true becomes true), identity (e.g.,
X ∧X becomes X), idempotency (e.g., x + 0 becomes x), double negation
(e.g., ¬¬X becomes X), and complement (e.g., X ∧ ¬X becomes false).

– We compute the result for all operations on literals (e.g., 5 ≤ 7%2 becomes
false).

– We represent all integer and bitvector terms as polynomials. All terms that
cannot be converted to polynomials become “variables” of the polynomial
(e.g., 2 · select(a, k) + 3 · (x%256) + 4).

– For inequalities over integers and equalities over bitvectors and integers, we
move monomials to the side of the relation where it can occur with a positive
coefficient. (e.g., 2x− 3y = 0 becomes 2x = 3y).

– We work only with inequalities that open to the right. I.e., we transform >
to <, ≥ to ≤, sgt to slt, sge to sle, ugt to ult, and uge to ule.

3 The CommuHash Normal Form

An effect of the quantifier elimination techniques and the optimizations men-
tioned above is that we construct formulas in many places of our code. A side-
effect of this is that we get formulas that have subformulas that differ only in the
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order of the parameters of a commutative operator. E.g., we saw formulas like,
e.g., i = k∨k ̸= i or a[i+k] = a[k+ i]. For both formulas the logical equivalence
to true would have been detected if the operands of the commutative operations
+ and = would not have occurred in different orders. To minimize this problem
we define a normal form that we call CommuHash Normal Form (CHNF). This
normal form utilizes the fact that in Ultimate every formula has a 32-bit hash
code. We say that an SMT formula is in CommuHash Normal Form if for every
subformula with a commutative operator the operands are sorted according to
their hash code in ascending order. To ensure that every formula is in CHNF
Ultimate sorts the parameters whenever we construct a term whose operand
is one of the following SMT operators: =, distinct, and, or, xor, +, *,

bvadd, bvmul, bvand, bvor, bvxor.
In order to evalutate the effect of the CommuHash Normal Form we con-

ducted an experiment in which we compared the default version of Ultimate
Automizer to a version in which we disabled the sorting of parameters. We ran
both versions on the benchmarks of the MemSafety category. In this category
we typically have to deal with large formulas because the state assertions of
proofs have to encode alias information about the program’s pointers. We ran
both versions on all 3440 benchmarks of the category. The CPU was an AMD
Ryzen Threadripper 3970X, the time limit was 90s, the memory limit was 8000
MB and for each benchmark two CPU cores were used. In each run there were
no incorrect results. The run without CHNF produced 1347 correct results, the
run with CHNF produced 1439 correct results. Figure 1 shows a comparison of
the runtimes for each benchmark in which at least one setting produced a result.
We see that on average the run with CHNF needs less time. In fact on average
the speedup is 31%.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the runtime with and without CHNF



4 Project, Setup and Configuration

Automizer is a part of the open-source program analysis framework Ulti-
mate1. Both are written in Java and licensed under LGPLv3. We use version
0.2.3 of Automizer [5] for SV-COMP, which requires Java 11 and Python 3.6.
The release 0.2.3 contains binaries for Automizer and the SMT solvers Z3,
CVC4, and Mathsat, as well as the Python wrapper script Ultimate.py. The
Python script provides an interface to the competition environment, in particu-
lar to the BenchExec2 tool-info module ultimateautomizer.py. Automizer
also participates as witness validator and can validate violation [2] or correct-
ness witnesses [1]. We participate in all categories 3 as verifier, but our witness
validator does not yet support concurrency witnesses. Hence, our validator does
not participate in ConcurrencySafety 4.

Automizer can be run by calling

./Ultimate.py --spec prop.prp --file input.c --architecture

32bit|64bit --full-output [--validate witness.graphml]

where prop.prp is the SV-COMP property file, input.c is the C file that
should be analyzed, 32bit or 64bit is the architecture of the input file, and
--full-output enables writing of verbose output to stdout. The witness that
should be validated is specified with --validate. If Automizer generates a
result, a witness is written to the file witness.graphml. Automizer’s output
is always written to the file Ultimate.log.
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